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InterClad Prime

The InterClad™ product line from Lenmak
Exterior Innovations offers a cost-effective cladding
option for light commercial, industrial, and
architectural applications. Concealed fasteners and
floating clips allow free expansion and contraction
for best possible performance and value.
Advantages
Design
- Several profiles available - mix & match for greater impact
- Custom lengths up to 26’ with no waste on site
- Easily integrated with surrounding exterior products
using coordinated trim
- Floating clip design maintains rainscreen and allows 		
correction of panels and substrate to suit
- Panels are free to expand and contract as needed and all 		
fasteners are concealed to ensure unrivaled aesthetic benefit
for its cost
Colour
- Available in 37 standard, 23 premium, 10 woodgrain colours
plus (unpainted) Galvalume steel
- Available in standard, metallic, and printed colours for 		
use as accents or full exteriors

Time
- Lean manufacturing and a dedicated Special Projects 		
team enable custom orders to be produced quickly
- Short lead times and manufacturing flexibility reduce 		
carrying costs and site delays
Price
- Automated inventory management system &
pre-programmed folding machines produce perfect 		
panels
- Available in standard and premium finishes and a variety 		
of gauges to ensure best possible value for each specific 		
project
- Clip system allows thinner gauges to perform better, 		
improving aesthetics without increasing costs
Sustainability
- Panels contain a minimum of 30% recycled content; 24% 		
post-consumer and 6.8% post-industrial (possibility 		
for LEED credits 4.1 or 4.2)
- Local manufacturing and sustainable practices reduce 		
carbon footprint
- Custom sizes produced on demand minimizes			
waste and conserves energy

The InterClad™ product line is available in 3 standard interlocking profiles and custom lengths up to 26’.

- Made to order to exact lengths for minimal waste on-site
- Fully concealed fasteners with clip system allow free expansion & contraction of all profiles for best possible performance
- Contains minimum 30% recycled material
Vertical InterClad™

Horizontal InterClad™

- Ideal for smaller wall sections where several cladding
materials interact to create visual interest
- Interlocking sides and clip system allow panels to expand
and contract freely even when an uneven wall must be
shimmed
- Single-skin panels over subgirt and outboard insulation
maintain rainscreen assembly and ventilation while
customizable trim details direct weather away from the
building envelope
- Mix & Match profiles or colours for a unique appearance
at no additional cost

- Custom colour-coordinated trim details allow perfect 		
integration with proud, flush, or recessed windows & doors
- Clips fastened 24”-48” o/c allow shimming of fastening points
for unrestricted expansion and contraction of long panels
- Pull apart to lock panels together and into clips for 		
maximum pull-out resistance with concealed fasteners
- Cut-to-fit on site and terminate into J-trim or corner trim to
suit irregularities with no delays due to size mis-measure
- Positive-slope profile angles and available Kynar paint finishes
naturally shed dirt and snow for a low-maintenance exterior
- Interacts elegantly with surrounding materials for a 		
beautiful, low-maintenance exterior

Panel Type

Covered Width

Minimum Length

Maximum Length

Available Materials

InterClad Prime

16.875”

24” (2’)

312” (26’)

22ga, 24ga
Steel
Standard & Premium Finishes

InterClad Duo

16.875”

24” (2’)

312” (26’)

22ga, 24ga
Steel
Standard & Premium Finishes

InterClad Quattro

16.688”

24” (2’)

312” (26’)

22ga, 24ga, 26ga
Steel
Standard & Premium Finishes

